Terms & Conditions
Terms and Conditions
This website is the property of Tyne2let of 254 Jesmond Road Newcastle NE2 1LD
registered number 08131766}). By using this website you agree that you consent to and are
bound by the following terms and conditions:

Disclaimer
Tyne2let takes all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained on this website is
accurate, however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and we reserve the right to change the
information on this website (including these terms and conditions) at any time. You must
therefore check these terms and conditions for any such changes each time you visit this
website.
The description of the properties offered are for information purposes only. The information
and descriptions contained herein are not intended to be complete descriptions of all the
features. While we endeavour to ensure that the information and description is accurate and
up-to-date we cannot guarantee this. Any reliance on the information contained is at your
own risk.
While we take every care to ensure that the standard of the website remains high and to
maintain the continuity of the website, errors, omissions, interruptions of service and delays
may occur at any time. In addition, we make no representations or warranties about the
accuracy, completeness, and freedom from viruses, availability, reliability or suitability for any
purpose of the information and related graphics published on the website (including all texts,
advertisements, links or other items) which may contain technical inaccuracies and
typographical errors.
Nothing on this website shall be deemed to constitute financial advice and in the event that
you wish to have any such advice, you should contact a financial advisor.

Copyright, Trade Mark and other Intellectual Property Rights
The copyright and all other intellectual property rights in the Tyne2let website including all
text, graphics, photos, code, files and links belong to Tyne2let and the Tyne2let website may
not be reproduced, transmitted or stored in whole or in part without Tyne2let’s prior written
consent. However, you may print out, save or download individual selections for your own
personal, private and non commercial use.

Applicable Law
Any disputes arising from the use of this website shall at all times be governed by the laws of
England and Wales and the parties shall submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English
Courts.

Account registration

When you register with us you are stating that you are eighteen [18] years of age or over.
You agree that any information you provide to us about yourself upon registration or at any
other time will be true, accurate and complete and that you will ensure that this information is
kept accurate and up-to-date at all times. Details of the information that we collect and how
this is used is contained within our Privacy Policy.

Other Applicable Terms
These terms of use refer to the following additional terms, which also apply to your use of
the Tyne2let website:
Our Privacy Policy, which sets out the terms on which we process any personal data we
collect from you, or that you provide to us.
Our Cookies Policy which sets out the way in which we use Cookies on the {agency name}
website.

How to contact Tyne2let
We welcome your views. If you would like to contact us with any queries or comments
please send an e-mail to lettings@tyne2let.co.uk

